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HOT TOPIC- TERRORISM COURSE ADDED TO WINTER SEMESTER OFFERINGS
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
DAYTON, Ohio -An undergraduate-level course on human rights, scheduled for the
upcoming winter semester at the University of Dayton, has been yanked from its place in the
political science course rotation. Instead, Mark Ensalaco will teach political science 452 "political violence" -long nicknamed "the terrorism course."
Ensalaco, associate professor of political science at UD, quickly requested the switch of
political science chair Christopher Duncan just after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks on New York
City and Washington, D.C. The hot and timely topic will be used not only to educate students
but also encourage their tolerance, said Ensalaco, an expert on terrorism who also serves as
director of the Center for International Students at UD and as the executive director of the
International Human Education Consortium.
"The political violence course typically covers a wide range of issues related to
violence," Ensalaco said. "This time the course will have a very different focus than in the past.

It will be almost entirely dedicated to threats to America and American interests emanating
from Middle East and Islamic terrorist groups. In other words, this course will be dedicated to
Osama bin Laden."
A large portion of the course also will involve fairly detailed analysis of specific attacks
attributed to his fighters, such as those in Saudi Arabia in 1995 and 1996 and the attack on
U.S. special forces in Somalia in 1993, Ensalaco said. "We'll study the nature of the attacks in
terms of their historical and political contexts."
From a broader perspective, this particular semester of "political violence"- beginning
Jan. 3, 2002- will cover the history and evolution of Middle Eastern terrorism from the 1960s
Palestine Liberation Organization and Arab nationalist groups, whose motivation was national,
to the outgrowth of Islamic fundamentalist groups vying for Islamic statehood, Ensalaco said.
"After the Iranian revolution in 1979, with the fall of the Shah and the rise of Khomeini,
we saw the formation of these fundamentalist groups whose ideology is very different than that
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